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Bayesiam Epistereeoàogy
1. iN RODTICTION

it cannot provide a genuine epistemology

al.

all. According to another view. Bayesianism
should supersede traditional epistemology:
where the latter has been mired irr endless
debates orrer skepticism and Gettierology,
13ayesianism ofÍ'ers the epistemologist a thrirr-

ing research program. We shall

a

advocate

more moderate vier,l': Bayesianisrn can
illuminate various long-standing problems
of epistemology, while not addressing all oí
them; and, r,r'hile Bayesianism opens up lascinating new areas of research, it by no means

the staple preoccupations oÍ'
traditional epistemology.
The contrast between the two epistcmocloses down

logies can be traced back

to the

mid-

seventeenth century. Descartes regarded beliel
as an all-or-nothing matter, and he sought

justifrcations for his claims to knowledge in
the face clf powerÍbl skeptical argunents. No
nrore than four years after his death, Pascal

and Fermat inaugurated the probabilistic
revolution, writ large in the Port-Royalt
Logir', in which the many shades of uncertainty are represented with probabilities,
and rational decision-making is a natter of
meximizing expected utilities (as we now
call them), Coresponciingly, the Cartesiiin
concern for knowledge fades into the bacliground. and a morc nuanced representation
ol epistenric states has the lirnelight. lt'heistic
belief provides a vivid example of the contrasting orientations. I)escartes sought certainty in the existence of God grounded irl
apodeictic demonstrations. Pascal. by contrast, expiicitly shunned such alleged "prooÍ's".

Bayesianism is our leading theorS, t':Ï turt'erlrrinty. Epistemology is defincd as the theory oÍ'
knovletlgle, So "Baycsian Episternology" may
sound like an oxymoron. l3ayesiturism, alïer all,

studics

the propertics and dynamics

ol

degrces of beliei, understood to be probabili-

ties. I'raditional epistemoklgy. on the other
hand, places the singularly non-probabilist.ic
notion of knowledge at center stage; and, to
the cxtent that it tralfics in belief, that notion
does not come in degrees. So hon, can thelre
be a Bayesian epistemcllogy?

r\ccording

to one view, there

cannot:

llayesianism lails to clo justice to essetrtial
aspects ol linowledge ernd beliel', and as such

arguing instead that our situation with
respect to God is lihe a gamble, and that beliel
in Cocl is the best bet - thus turning the question oÍ theistic belief into a decisiort problern
(which he, unlike Descartes, had the tools to

solve). Bayesian epistemology owes its name
to the Reverend Thomas Bayes, who, a century later, published an important theorern

that undent'rites certain calculations

of

cr<lnditional probabiiity central to conÍirmation theory - rnore on this shortly. But really

"Bayesian epistemologl'" is something ol a
ntisnorner; "Kolmogorortian epistenologlt"
would be Ítir more appropriate, as we shall
see.
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Caveats: When we speak of "traditionai
epistemology", we lump together a plethora of
positions as if they Íbrm a monolithic whole.

Other articles

in this volume distinguish

One could instead attach probabiiities to
members of a collection of sentences of a formai language, closed under truth-functional

combinations;

this is more common

in

carefuily among various positions that our
broad banner conflates. For our purposes,
they start out regarding knowledge and

Bayesian confumation theory. A liveiy area of

belief as the central concepts of epistemology,

tions should be. For example, vruious problems

and then to go on to study the properties,
grounds, and limits of these binary notions.
We also speak of "Bayesianisrn" as if it is a
unified school of thought, when in {act there
are numerous intra-mural disputes. i. J. Good
(1971) calculates that there are (at least)
46,656 r,rrays to be a Bayesian, while we
shall mostly pretend that there is just one.
By and large, the various distinctions among

of "self-location" suggest that

Bayesians

wiil not matter for our

current debate concerns just how finely

grained such contents of probabiiity attribuprobabilities
should attach to "centered propositions", e.g.
<possible world, individual, time> triples.

Kolmogorov extends his axiomatization
to cover infinite probability spaces, requiring

f to be closed under r:ountahle

purposes.

As a good (indeed, a Good) Bayesian might
sav, our conclusions will be robust under
various precisifications of the position, lulany

traditional problems can be framed, and
progress can be made on them, using the
tools of probability theory'. But Bayesian
epistemoiogy does not merely re-create traditional epistemology; thanks to its considerable expressive power, it also opens up new
Iines of enquiry.

Pta I hr

b)
- P(Lt
.provided Plb) > 0.
P(l')

li P(n I Ii) = P(n), then n and

Bayesian epistemology is fhe application of
Bayesian methods to epistemological probiems. Bayesianism models degrees of belief as
probahilities along the lines of I(olmogorov's

(1933) axiomatization. Let f) be a non-empty
set. A field (algebra) on Q is a set f of subsets
of O that has f) as a member, and that is
closed under complementation (with respect
to Q) and union. Let P be a function from f
to the real numbers obeying:
P(n) > 0 for all a

e f.

(Non-negativity)

(2) P(a)= 1.
(Normalization)
(3) P(a U b) = P(a) + P(ó) lbr ali a, b e f such

thataAb=4.

(Finite additivity)

Call P a probability function, and (Q,

ahility
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space.

b are said to be

independent (relative to P).

Versions

ol

Bttyes' theorern can nou' be

proven:

Ptal

b\-

P(b I a)P(n)
P(b)

P(b I a)Ph\
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(l)

union, and

strengthening (3) to countahle additivity. He
deíines the condttional probabilitpl oJ a given b
by the ratio of unconditional probabilities:

P(b I n)P(a) + P(b | -a)P(-n)

More generally, suppose there is a partition ol
hypotheses lh,, hr,..., h,,), and evidence e.

Then for each j
at -'
r ttrh
r,.i tt Lr

-

Pte lh,)P(h,l
I

lp(elh,)p(h)

j=l

The P(e I h,) terms iue called likelihood.s, and the
P(À,) terrns are called prÍors. See Joyce (2008)
lor a more detailed discussion of varieties and
uses of Bayes's theorem.

Bayesianism offers

a natural analysis of

the relation ol confirrnation between a piece of
evidence e and a hypothesis ft:

f , P) a probe

confirms h (relative to P) iff P(h I e) > P(h).

BAYESIAN EPISTEMOLOGY

We may also define various probabilistic
notions of comparative confirmation, and various rneasures of evidential support (see Eells
and Fitelson, 2007; and Fiteison, 1999).
Bayesianism can be understood as combin-

ing a synchronic thesis about the degrees of
belief or cred.ences of a rational agent at a
given time, and a dir,;hronic thesis about how
in response to evidence. Synchronicaliy, the agent's credences are probabilities. Diachronically, her credences update

they evolve

according to the rule of t:onditionalization.
Suppose that initially her credences are given
by probability lunction P1,,1;,,1, àod that she
becomes certain of c (where e is the strongest
such proposition). Then her new credence
function P,,,.,,, is related ta Pu,r,nt as follows:
(Conditionalization)
(provided

P,,,,,,n,(e)

P,u"u(r) =

P,,,,,,n

> 0).

(r

I e)

abilities across a partition Ier, e,., .. .-| change
{P,.,,,(e,), P,."(er), . . . ,}, where none of
these values need be 0 or 1:

to

P,""(r) =
(e,)

I,

P,,,,,,,,,ix I e,) P,,.,,,(e,)

that one's evidence was stronger than it
really was. The princíple oJ' indffirence also
enjoins you to reflect the poverty ofyour evidence in your credences: you are required
to give equal probability to all possibilities
among which your evidence does not discriminate (and, in a state of totai evidential
innocence, that is all of them). A sophisticated version of the principle of indifference,
favoured by so-called objective Bayesians, has
been explored by Jaynes (2003): maximize
the probability function's entropy, which for an
assignment of positive probabilitiesp t, . . ., p,
to n possibiiities equals -L1 p, log(p,). See also

Williamson (2005).

leffrey cottditionalization allows for less dec!
sive learning experiences in which her prob-

P,,,,,,,,,

desideratum that a prior be regular, reflecting
an open-mindedness appropriate to an agent
who is a tabula rasa. A rationale is that to rule
out (probabilistically speaking) a priori some
genuine iogical possibility would be to pretend

Then there are trvo principles that

are

meant to codify one's epistemic commitment
to aligning one's credences to certain probabilistic hypotheses. In the first, Lewis's
Principal Principle (here simplified), the hypotheses concern the obiective chance of the
relevant propositions (Lewis, 1 980):

(provided

> 0).

C,,(al ch'(a) =

r) = ff (for all n and t Íbr

which this is defined).
(Jeffrey, 1983. P,,,,,,,(r) is called the
po

ster io

r probability function).

According to Bayesian orthodoxy, an agent
begins with a "prior" probability function
and repeatedly updates by (Jeffrey) condi-

tionalization as evidence comes in. This
combines a striking permissiveness about the
starting point of an agent's epistemological
odyssey with considerable rigidity about how
the agent should respond to evidence. But
Bayesianism is a theme that admits of manv
variations - see Good (I97I) and Hájek and
Hall (2002) for discussion of some of them.
Here, let us consider several further constraints on "priors" that have been proposed.
A probability function is said to be regular
if it assigns probability I only to tautoiogies,
and probability 0 only to contradictions - to
all other sentences it assigns interrnediate
values. It seems to be an epistemologicai

Here C,, is some reasonabie prior, a an arbitrary
proposition, and ch,(a) : r the claim that the
chance at time Í of a is .t. The idea is that one
should align one's credences with what one
tal<es the corresponding objective chances to
be, where the latter are genuine probabilities
in the world. In the second, Van Fraassen's
ReJTectÍon Prinr:iple (Van Fraassen, 1984), the
hypotheses concern one's own future credences for the relevant propositions
C,(a I C,'(a)= x) = r (ior all r,
for which this is deflned).

{, a and, x

Here C, is one's probabiiity function at time f,
and C,, one's function at iater time f'. The

idea

is that rationality requires a

certain

commitment to one's íuture opinions; when all
is going well, one's future selves are betterinlbrmed versions of one's current self.
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l. CON'lRr\S'IS IIUTWEEN'rRÁDI'llONAL
EPISTEN,TOLOGY

can capture " justiÍication"

AND BAYI]SIAN

(c1'. Shogenji,

2009, for an interesting proposal) or any
"anti-luck" condition on knowledge - more on

I,PISTEMOI,OGY

this shortly.
We can now bring out several points ol contrast between traditional and Bayesian epis-

temorogy. We have noted that "knowledge"
and "belief" are binary notions, to be contrasted with the potentially inÍinitely many
degrees of "credence" (corresponding to all
the rcal numbers in the [0. ll interval).
"lfuowledge" is not merely "lustified true
belief", as Gettier has farnously shown, but
many epistemologists hope that some "fourth
condition" will cornpiete the analysis - some

kind of condition that rulcs out cases in
n'hich one has a justilied true beliei by luck,
or lor some anomalous reason. Some epistemologists (c.g. Sosa, 1999) advocate versions
saJ'ety as a condition ol1 hnowledge
roughly, at thc closest worlds in which

ol

a

girren agent belierres p, p is true. Others (e.g.
Nozick, 1981) advocate scnsitirrrty - roughly,
at the closest worlds in which p is false, the
agent does not believe p. (And solre advocate
both.) Note well: the r:iosesÍ worlds. Here we
find another disjuncture between traditional
and [3a1'g5l6n cpistemoklgy: r.rothing in the

standard Bayesian apparertus reflects thc
"similarity" o1'rtorlds that has taken centerstage in the analysis olknowleclge.
Noticre that truth, justification, and these
anti-luck conditions rnay be characterized
as at least partially ohjct'tive, with "beliel"
pr:oviding the only purely r^ubjcctivc compot.r-

ent. This is in sharp contrast to orthodox
Bayesi:rnisrn, which refines and analyzes
tl.ris doxastic notion. but rvhich has no clear

analogue of the "objective" conditions. Most

irlportarntly, Bayesianism apparently has
nothing, that corresponds to the fnctivily of
knorvledge: that one can only knor,rr truths.

And. erren when our belicÍ's lall short ol

still it is a desideratum that
they be true: but the Bayesian seems to harre
no corresponding desideratum for intermecliatc credences. which are its stockl<nor.r'ledge,

in-tradc. When you assign, for example,
probability 0.3 to it raining tomorrow, what
sense can be made of this assignment being
lrtu'? IL is also dubious whether Bat esianism
L)6

Relatedly,

all Bayesian claims must be

relativized to a probability function or, more
precisely, to a probability space - an entire

probability model. We saw this above in
the definitions of "independence" and "confirmation" - they came with parenthetical
reÍ'erences to P. Many authors suppress these

reÍ'erences, encouraging one to lorget their
inherent subjectivity (and even we secreted
them away in slightly disingenuous parenthesesl). Traditional epistemologists, i.ly contrast. conduct much of their discussions in
terrns liee ol any such relativization - they
speak ol one proposition being et'idencc lbr
another, of a process of belief acquisition
l:eing reliahle, and so on without any qualification. And, again, truth, justification, and
"anti-luck" conditions are typically supposed

to hold or not independently of whether some
agent thinks that they do, or whether some
nrodel says they do.
The synchronic requirement that an agent's

credences obey

the

probability calculus

may be regarded as generalizing the require-

ment familiar liom traditional episternology
that one's beliefs should be c-onsistent. The
diachronic requirement of conclitionalization
is reminiscent of the Qr.rinean principle of

"minimunt mutilation" (change beliefs

little

as

the evidence allows) - a conservatirre
recipe fbr belief revision. But nothing in traas

ditional epister.nology corresponds to |elfrey

conditionalization - it is csserrfially a probabilistic revision rule. 'fhc principie of inciifference corrcsponds rtery roughll, to a Cartesian
admonition to suspend judgment when one's
evidencc is lacking. but it is far more speciÍic.
z\ncl therc are no traditional analogues ol
the various adclitional constraints on priors.
Coing in the other direction, Bayesianism is
silent about some of the cornerstones and
more rccent concerns of' traditional episternology - we shall discuss this at greater
length at the end.
Girren the striking dilferences between
traditional and Bayesian epistcmology, are
there reasons to prefer one to the other?

tsAYESIAN EPISTETTOi-OGY

4, THESIS: BAYESIAN

EPISTEI"lOI,OGY

IS SUPERIOR TO TRADITIONAL
EPISTEMOI,OGY

Jeffrey,

a

lamous Bayesian, suggests two

main benel-its accrued bv the Bavcsian frame-

work in his (1992):

1. Subjective probabiiities figure in d.ecision
theory, an account of hor,t' our opinions
and our desires conspire to dictate what we
should do. The desirability ol each of our
possible actions is measured by its expected,

utÍlity, a probability-weighted sum of the

utilities associated lvith tirat action. To
complete ]efliey's argument, we should
add that traditional epistemology o1'trers

2.

no decision theory (recall Descartes rrersus
Pascal). The analysis of rational action
Surel5r ns665 to advert to more finegrained mental states than binary belief
and knowiedge. (See ErÍksson and Hájeh,
2OO7, ïor more discussion of why the
intermediate credences that are necessary
for that analysis cannot be reduced to
these binary notions.)
Obserrrations rarely deliver certainties
- rather. their effect is typically to raise
our probabilities for certain propositions
(and to drop our probabilities lbr others),
without any reaching the extremes of 1 or
0. Traditional epistemoiogy apparently

has no way of accommodating

such

less-than-conclusive experiential inputs,
whereas JeÍïrey conditionaiization is tailor-

made to do so.

We may continue the list that JeÍirey has
started of putative advantages of Bayesianism over traditional epistemology at some
length.

3. Knou,ledge is unforgiving. Its

undermines a claim of knor,r'ledge regard-

ing X, but it is innocuous from a probabilistic point of view: an agent can

standards
are so high that they can rarely be met, at
least in certain contexts. (This is related to
the fact that knowiedge does not come in
degrees - near-knowledge is not l<nowledge at all,) This in turn plays into the
hands of skeptics. But it is harder lbr skeptical arguments to get a toehold against the
Bayesian. For example, the mere possibility of error regarding some proposition X

simply assign X some suitable probability
than 1. Indeed, even an assignment oÍ'
probability 1 is consistent with the possibility of error - under plausible asstimptions,
it can be shown that a dart thrcxvn iit ran*
dom at a representation of the [0, 1 ] interval
has probability 1 of hitting an irrationai
number, erzen though it might fail to do so.
4. Moreover, it is a platitucle thert doxastic
stat.es come in degrees, and the categories of "belief" ancl "hnor,tledge" are to<l
coarse-grained to do justice to this 1act.
You believe, among other things. that 2 +
2 = 4, that you have a hand, thzrt London
is in England, and (say) that I(hartoum is
in Sudan. But you do not have thc same
confidence in all these propositions, as
we can easily reveal in your betting
behavior and other decision-making that
you might engage in. The imporrerishcd
nature of "belief" attributions is only
exacerbated when we consider the r,r'ide
range of propositions for whlch J,ou har,e
less

less

confidence that this coin will land
that it will rain tomorrow in

heads,

Novosibirsk, and so on. We rnay conÍlnte

your attitudes to them all as "suspensions
of belief" (as Descartes r,r'oulcl). but that
belies their underlying structure. Such
attitudes are better-understood as subjective probabilities.
5. Relatedly, the conceptual apparatus ol
deductivism is impoverishecl, and comparatively little ol our reasoning can be
captured by it. either in science or in claily
Iite (pace Popper and Hempel). i\lïer all,

whether we like it or not, our epistemic
practices constantiy betray our comrnitment to relations of support that {alt short
of entailment (Chater and Oaksford, 2007).

We think that it would be irrational to
deny that the sun will rise tomorrow, to
project "grue" rather than "green" in our
inductions, and to commit the qan'filer's
fallacy. Probability theory helps us to
understand such relations.

6. Bayesianism has powerful matherualical
underpinnings. It can help itsclÍ. to a
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century of work in probability theory and
statistics. Traditional epistemology may
appeal to the occasional system of
epistemic or doxastic logic, but nothing
comparable to the formidable forrnal
machinery that we find in the Bayesian's
toolkit.
7" Bayesian methods, in turn, have much

vindicated by a Bayesian analysis, and
some erroneous intuitions can be corrected. It seems that no analysis couched

purely

in

terms

of

"knowiedge" and

"belief" could pay such dividends.

So we see various adrrantages

that

defense

Bayesianism apparently has over traditional
epistemology. But this does not teli the whole
story. For starters, the trir.rrnphs of Bayesian
conÍirmation theory just touted are supposedly
offset by the so-called problarrt o.f old evidetrce
(Glymour, i980).If P(e)= 1, then e apparently
cannot confirm anything b-v Bayesian llghts:
in that case, P(h i e)= P(h o clll'(e): P(h). Yet
we often think that such "old evidence" can
be confirmatory. Consider: the eiridence of thc
advance of the perihelion of À4ercury, which

dences are probabilities,

r,rras

prices; it is ttren shown that she is susceptible to sure losses iff these prices do not
conform to I(olmogorov's axioms. There
are also arguments from various decisiontheoretic representation theorems (Ramsey,
1931; Savage,1954: Joyce, 1999), liom

thus (we may assume) r,vas assigned probability
1 by him. None the less, hc rightiy regarded

wider application than any formai

sys-

tematization ol "knowledge" or "belief".
Look at the sciences, social sciences, engi-

neering, and artificial intelligence if you
need any convincing of this.

B. There are many arguments for Bayesianism, which collectively provide a kind of
triangulation to it. For example, "Dutch
book arguments" provide an important

of the thesis that rational creAn agent's credences are identiÍied with her betting

calibration (Van Fraassen, 1984), from
"gradational accuracy" or minimization

known to Einstein at the time that he
formuiated general relativity theory, and

this evidence as strongly confirmatory ol
generai relativity theory. Thc challenge lbr
Bayesians is to account
1995, for discussion).

fol this

(see Zynda.

Bayesianism, then, is not without problems of its own. So let us rerrisit the contest

of discrepancl' from truth (Joyce, 1998),
from qualitative constraints on reasonable opinion (see Earman, 1996, for a
discussion of results oÍ Cox and others),
and so on. Moreover, there are various
arguments in support of condition-

between traditional epistemoiogy and
Bayesianism, this time loohing at arguments
that incline in favor of the Íbrn-rer"

alization and ]effrey conditionalization e.g., Dutch book arguments (Armendt.

EPIS'TEMOLOGY IS NOT SI]PI]RIOR TO

5. ANTITHESIS: BAYESIl\N
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1980: Lewis, 1999) and arguments from

minimal revision

oí one's credences

(Diaconis and Zabell, 19U2). Again, there

is nothing
9.

comparable

in

traditional

epistemology.
Finally, a pragmatic argument lbr Bayesianisrn comes from an evaluation oí its

truits. As we show at greater length in
section 7, Bayesianism is highly explana-

tory with minirnal resources - a simple,
fecund theory if ever there nas one.
Traditional epistemology is hard-pressed
to offer the same rervards" For example,

we shall see how various important
intuitions about confirmation can be
913

1. Bayesians introduce a nenr technical term,
"degree ofbelieÍ", but they struggle to explicate it. To be sure, the litcrature is 1'ull of
nods

to betting interpretations, but

these

meet a fate similar to that of behaviorism indeed, a particularly lot'alízerl behaviorism
that focuses solely on the rather peculiar
kind of behavior that is mostly found at race-

tracks and casinos. Other characterizations

ol "degree oí belief" that fall out of decisiontheoretic representation theorems are also
problematic (see Erihsson and Hárjeir, 2007),
"Belief ". by contrast, is so Ízimiliar to thc lblk
thal it needs no cxplicirlion.

BAYESIAN EPIS'f IlvlOLOGY

2. Recall the absence of any notion oï truth
of an intermediate degree of belieí. Yet truth
is the very aim oí belief. It is usually thought
to consist in corcespond.ence to the way things
are. Moreover, we want our methods for
acquiring beliel's to be reliable, in the sense of
being truth-contlucive . What is the analogous
aim, notion of correspondence, and notion
of reliability for the Bayesian? The terms of
her epistemology seem to iack the successgrammar of these italicized words. For example, one can assign very high probability

thought to be the mark of objectivity. The
"forcing" here is a result of conditionalizing
the people's priors on the data. Gaifman and
Snir (i982)similarly show that lor each suitably open-minded agent there is a data set
suificiently rich to force her iubitrarily close to
assigning probability I to the true member of
a partition of hypotheses. Call this convcrgence to the truth. The Bayesian might even trv
to parlay these theorems into providing sLlrrogates Íbr that "fourth condition" lbr knowledge, insisting that such convergences do

answer the sheptic, but merely ignores him.
Bayesianism doesn't make skeptical positions
go away; it rnerely mates them harder to

not happen by luck, or for some anomaloris
reason, but are probabiiistically guaranteed,
These are beautiful theorerns, but onc
should not overstate their epistemological
significance. They are "glass hall'-lLll" theorems, but a simple rer,ersal of the quantifiers
turns them into "glass half-empty" theorems.
For each data set, there is a suitably openminded agent r,rrhose prior is sufficiently
perverse to thwart such convergence: after
conditionalizing her prior on the data set, she
is stiil nowhere nenr assigning probability 1 to

state.

the true hypothesis, and still nowhere near

4. The Ba5,s51.n similarly lacks a notion
of "justification" or, to the extent that she
has one, it is too permissive. At least on what
ne have called Bayesian orthodoxy, any
prior is a suitable starting point Íbr a

agreement

to the period at the end of this sentence being
the creator of the r"rniverse without incurring
any Bayesian sanction: one can do so while
assigning correspondingly low probability to
the period rioÍ being the creator, and while dutifully conditionalizing on all the evidence that
comes in. Traditional epistemology is not so

tolerant. and rightly not

3. Ilelatedii,,

the

.

Bayesian does not

Bayesian odyssey, yet mere conformity to the
probability calculus is scant justification.
Now, the B:ryesian will be quick to anstr{/er
this and the prerrious objections in a single
stroke. She will appeal to various c0n\tergence
theorents. For example:

If

observations are precise. . . then the lbrm
and properties of the prior distribution have
negligible iníluence on the posterior distribution. From a practical point of view, then, the
untrammelcd subjectirrity of opinion . . . ceases
to apply as soon as much data becomes available. More generally, two people rvith widely
divergent prior opinions but reasonably open
minds n'ill be lbrced into arbitrarily close agreement about luture obsenrations by a sufficient
amount of data.
(Edwards et al., 1963: 201)

Call this (:0nver{lence to intersubjet'.tive agreentent; such agreement, moreover, is often

with other people. And strong

assumptions underlie the innocent-sounding
phrases "suitably open-minded agent" and
"sufÍicientlv rich data set". No data set, hor'rrever rich, will drive anywhere at all a dogmatic
agent who concentrates all credence on a
single v,iorld (maximally speciÍic hypothesis).
Worse, an agent with a wachy enough prior
will be driven arvny from the truth. Consider
someone who starts by giving low probabiiity

to being a brain in a vat, but whose prior
regards all the evidence that she actually gets
as confirming that she is. And we can alu,,ays

come up

with rival

hypotheses

that

no

courses of evidence can discriminate between

think of the irresolvabie conflict between
an atheist ald a creationist who sees God's
handiwork in everything.
5. A proponent o1' Bayesianism may

-

describe it as "fecund" (and we did); but an
opponent may describe it as "empty", With so
little constraint on priors, it is not surprising that Bayesianism accounts lbr so much.
Indeed, it is irrational to deny that the sun will
rise tomorrow, to project "grue" rather than

"green"

in our inductions, and to commit
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the ganfuler's J'allacy. The troubie is that
Bavesianism condones ail such inferential
practices - for all are licensed by suitably
perverse priors.
6. The traditional epistemologist may
protest that Bayesians distance themselves
lrom the world. Recall our discussion of the relativizatirn of Bayesian claims to the subjective
probability I'unctions oi agents. Rather than
hooking up directly with the world, the terms
of their epistemology are aIl internal to probttbilistit: models of the world. Moreover. the
Bayesian apparently does not have rnuch of a
story about r,r'hat mal<es a model good, or one
model better than another. ïhis is related to
the concern that the Bayesian does not do

justice to truth, justiíication, and the "antiluck" conditions.
What are we to make of these conflicting
considerations for and against Bayesian epistemoiogy? At this stage of the dialectic, any
good Hegelian will insist that it's time for a:

of analogy, scientists rightly held on to Newtonian mechanics even in the face of some
theoretical problems (for example, its commitment to action at a distance). And, despite
its being superseded by Reiativity ïheory, we
understand precisely how Nervtonian mechanics is stili approximately true. We believe that
the successor of Bayesianisrn will stand in tr
similar reiation to Bayesianism as Relativity
Theory stands to Ner,rrtonian mechanics.

So let us revisit the charges leveled at
Bayesianism in thc previous section, heeping
in mind this view of it as a work-in-progress
that none the less is clearly earning its theoretical keep - like any good sclentiÍic theory.
We may happily tahe its fundarnental concept, "degree of belief " as a primitive in the
absence of a successÍhl analysis ol it. It has
earned iÍs theoretical keep by its contribution
to a virtuous total theory - like any primitive
scientific concept. And it can live peacefully

alongside traditional epistemology's primitive concept ol' belief , without any expectation
of reduction ol one to the other. Indeed, the

6. SYNTHI]SIS
Should we really prefer one approach to epistemology over the other? Should one of the
two approaches be jettisoned? We shall argue
that we should not regard them as in competition. In lact, the two approaches complernent each other in both subject matter and
method.

Traditional epistemologists sometimes stress
that philosophy differs from science and insist
that philosophy has its olrrn distinct rnethod

of enquirlr, namely conceptual analysis.
Bayesians, on the other hand, typically consider their work more in line with scientific
theorizing. This is reflected in the many con*
nections Bayesian epistemology has with
Bayesian statistics, decision theory, and the
literature on czrusal discovery in artificial
intelllgence. it is also reflected in the importancc Biiyesians give 1o solving real problems. As we shall see in the next section,
Bayesianism is tremendously successful in
this respect. Given these successes, Bayesians
should hardly be expected to give up their
framework just because it is not a complete
panacea lbr all epistemological iils. By way
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prospects for such reduction strike us as
unpromising (sec Eriksson and Hájek, 2007).
Against the charge of Bayesianism being
empty, it can plead the good company of
deductive logic. To be sure, crazy sets ofbeliel
can be consistent. and inferences Íiom absurd
premises can be valid - the slogan "garbage
in, garbage out" is as true in episternologl,
as it is in computer science. Bayesianism,
like logic, can nevertheless play a salutary
role in keeping our degrees of belief, like our
belieÍ.s, in harmony, and in policing or-rr elicit
inlêrences. Aller all, deductive logic is never
regarded as a complete set of constraints on
belief; similarly, the Bayesian constraints on
degrees of beliei should not be regarded

as complete. Some additional constraints
mal' well find their inspiration in traditional
epistemobgy.
Against the chiuge ol Bayesianism's verdicts

being model-relative, it can plead the good
company ol science. AÍter ali, our best methods ol enquiry in the physical and social sciences work like this. Arguably we should not
expect epistemology to be different.

Nor need answcring skeptical chailenges
be part of Bayesianism's job description, just

BAYES

as it is not part ol traditional epistemoiogy's
job description to underwrite rational deci
sion-mahing, confirmation, and the use of
probabilistic and statlstical methods in the
sciences. There is no harm in their labor
being divided. They are two different ways
to approach epistemology and they olten

answer different questions"

And where their questions are shared
their approaches can be complementary
rather than mutually exclusive. We see that
Bayesian epistemology helps to address some
questions that we Íind in traditional epistemological debates. The Bayesian treatment of
issues such as testirnony and the coherence
theory ofjustification (see section 7) are cases
in point. It turns out that the formai machin-

ery of Ba1's5ianism is well suited to make
certain questions more precise and to provide
answers when our intuitions don't give clear
verdicts.

Now let us

see r,r'hat

one can do with the

of Bayesianism. It should be
bv the problems it soh'es and how

machinery
assessed

much it unifies, for example, the rnethodoiogy
of science.

7, ACHIEV[.]&'Í IJN'f S OIT I]AYI]SI A N
EPISTI]]VIOLOGY
Many of the Bayesian success stories are fiom

confirmation theory. But Bayesianism has
much more to offer as its donain of applicability aiso includes other parts of epistemoiogy and philosophy of science. Here are
five highlights.

L. Confirnntiort Theory. As r,r,e saw itt
section 2, I3ayesians begin with the idea
that conÍirmation is a matter ol' prohabilityraising. They then show how important intuitions about confirrnation can be rrindicated.
Suppose that /r entails e, so that P(c lh) = f
.

Then the posterior probability ol h is P(h I e) =
P(h)lP(e). Hence, lor a lixed prior probability

of h, the posterior probability of h increases
if P(e) decreases. F'rom this we can imtnediately account for the methodological insight
that ntore surprising etidence t:ortJirnts better.
Similarly, llayesians have provided a ratio-

nale for the tturietq-o.l-evidence Íhesis

-

the
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- and
have provided illuminating discussions of the
Duhem-Quine thesis (Earman, 1996, ch. l).
To address these issues, several model
assLrmptions have to be made. In the case oï'
the variety-of-evidenc-e thesis, Íbr example,
"more varied" has to be explicated ln probabilistic terms. This can be done in dil'lerent
ways. Many Bayesian discussions of the
variety-of-evidence thesis assume that the
evidence is certain. But we saw already that
this is not always the case. It speats in lavor of
the Bayesian liamework that it provides the
more varied the evidence is, the better

tools to model more complicated testing scenarios. See Bovens and Hartmann (2003) lbr
more realistic Bayesizrn rnodels of the varietyol'-evidence thesis and the Duhem-Quine thesis.

Bayesian conÍirmation theory connects
naturally with empirical psycholtigy as a
wealth ol work in the psychology of reasoning under uncertainty demonstrates. See, for
exampie, Chater and Oahsford (2007, 2008)
lbr sophisticated Bayesian models that
account for empirical findings. Crupi et al.
(2008) show how the presence of the conjunction fallacy (i.e. that experimental subjects
assign a higher probability to a conjunction
than to one of the conjuncts), as famously
demonstrated in psychological experiments
by Tversky and Kahneman (1983), can be
explained in confirmation-theoreticril terms.
Crupi et al. (2007) argue on normative and
experimental grounds for a speciÍic measure of
evidential support (the so-called Z-measure).

And Bayesian confirmation theory provides

a flexible lramework to reconstruct
episodes rationally from the history

speciflc
of sci-

ence. While traditional epistemology does
not have the resources to study such
episodes, the Bayesian Íiameworh is ideally
suited for these purposes (Franhlin. 1990).
It is also better-suited than some system of
epistemic or doxastic logic - irnagine trying to
illuminate some scientific episode solely with

"I(" and "8" operators!
2. Dynan'tics o.l' BelieJ. Traditional epistemology, with its focus on the analysis of
knowledge, is relatively silent about questions of belief dynamics. If there is talk about
beliel change, it is generally assumed that it
takes place on the basis of learned er,idence thert
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is cert.ain. ïraditional epistemology

shiues

this assumption with logical theories of belief
revision such as the AGÀ,{ theory (Gárdenibrs
and Rott, 1995). However, |effrey taught us
that learning olten does not come in the form
ol certainties. To address these cases of leiuning and belief change, philosophers as well as
rescarchers in artificial intelligence harre lbrmulated new updating rules (such as Jelfrey
conditionaiization) and developed powerful
tools such as the theor5r of Bayesian networks
(Neapolitan, 2003).

3.

Applications. Bayesianism has a symbiotic

relationship with causation, and powerful
algorithms have been developed to learn
causal relations frotn probabitristic data (I(orb
and Nicholson, 2004; Pearl, 2000; Spirtes et
al., 2001). These algorithms use the theory of
13ayesian networhs. A Bayesian networir

organizes a set of variables into a Directed
Acllclit: Graph (llAG). A DAG is a set of nodes
and a set of arrows between some ol the
nodes. The only constraint is that there are no
closed paths lbrmed by following the arroi,r,s.
A root notle is a node with outgoing arrows
only, and a parent of a given node is a node
lrom which an arrow points into the given
node. Each node represents a propositionai

variable, which can tahe any number of
rnutually exclusive and exhaustive values.
To mahe a DAG into a Bayesian network, one

more step is required: we need to specily the
prior probabilities for the variables in the root
nodes and the conditional probabilities lbr
the variables in all other nodes, given any
combination ol vah-res oÍ the variables in
their respective parent nodes. The arrows in
a Bayesian network carry inlormation about
the independence relations between the variables in the network. This inlbrmation is
expressed by the Parental Markov Condition:
A ttarialtle representedI:g a node in the tsayesian
network is independertt oJ all ttarittbles representetl lty iLs non-descendent nodes, conditiotml ort
all variablcs represented b11 its parertt nodes. In
the causal modeling literature, this condition
is calied the Causal Markov Condition.
4. TIrc Coherence Theory oJ' lustiJication.
Conlïonted with the Cartesian skeptic, coherentists point, out that when our belief systcms
hang together well, with their dilíerent parts
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supporting each other, this is an indication of
the truth ol the systems (BonJour, 1985).
However, the corresponding theory - the
coherence theory of justification - suífers
liorn several problems. Here are two. First,
the theory is rrague, as it is difficult to mahe
prec'ise what coherence is. Sec-ond, coherence
is not necessarily truth-conducive. For example, fairy tales are made up, although the stories they tell may be highly coherent. Hence,
the coherence of a set of propositions is at
best truth-conducive t:cteris ltaribus. But what
goes in the t:eteris paribus clause? This question
is hard to address if we only have the toolbox
ol traditbnai epistemology. Bayesians can be
ol real help here. They have proposed and
analyzed various measures of coherence and
analyzed in detail under which conititions, il
at all, coherence is truth-conclucive (llovens

and Hartmann, 2003; I)ouven and Meiis,
2007; Olsson, 2009).
5. Sources of Knov,ledglelBc.licf Traditional
epistemology examines sources of linorrr,ledge
and beliel such as our senses, memory and
testimony. Al1 three have inspired Bayesian
model-building. First, the uncertainty ol the
evidence from our senses has pron-rpted the

of a more realistic updating
rule than strict conditionalization - Jeflre5,
development

conditionalization. Second, conditionaliza-

tion represents an idealized velrsion ol the
epistemological role of memory - oue r.t'ho
updates only by conditionalization never
lbrgets - while Bayesian models ol bounded
rationality allow for Inemory loss (Mehta et al.,
2004). Third, Bayesians have the resources to
rnodel the eÍfect oÍ combining the testimony of
several witnesses (tsovens and Hartmann,
2003). 'Ihere is also a growing literature on
self-hnorntledge and self-location, as exemplified by the Sleeping Beauty problem (Elga,
2000), and whether "centered" informatiotl
can rationaliy induce changes in opinions
about "uncentered" propositions concerning
how the world is.

8. AVENUES
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closing section, we brieíly point to
some topics that we would like to see

In this
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addressed in future research. While some of
them concern the relation of Bayesian epi-

stemology to traditional epistemology and
philosophy of sciencc, others are internal to the
Bayesian program.

L More ltridges between Bayesian epistemoIogy and traditional epistemology. There is no
harm in iabor being divided between the two
kinds of epistemology, as we have argued - but
it would be all the better if they could become
more cooperative enterprises. Think of some
ol the time-honored debates in traditional
epistemoiogy: skepticism, the analysis of
knowledge, reliabilisrn, internalism vs. externalism. Think of some of the currently hot
topics: contextrialism, subject-sensitirre invariantisrn, contrastivistn, relativism, luminosity,
"hnowledge hovr," (as opposed to "knowledge
that"), knowiedge "wh-" (who, where, r,rihen,

which)" . . . Where

are the

counterpart

debates in Bayesian epistemology? Going in the

other direction, think of some of the timehonored ciebates in Bayesian epistemology:

constraints on priors, updating rules, the

of

extension

subjective probabilities to

spaces. And thinh of some currently hot
topics: credences about chances (as in the
Principal Principle), credences about one's

infnite

future credences (as in the

tion-theoretical questions is highiy developed.
Our ambitious goal, however, should be to
develop a full-fledged Bayesian philosophy of
science. Here is an incomplete list of questions that should be addressed to this end:

(i)

(ii)

Which stance does Bayesianism tahe in
the realism debate? Is it neutral to the
clebate, or does it farzor a version of scientific realism or antirealism (Douven,
2005; Earman, 1996)?
Can scientific theory change be under-

stood

in

Bayesian terms (Earman.

1.996)?

(iii) Can Bayesianism help to characterize
the overall structure of science? Is it
epistemiczrily advantageous to aim for
uniÍied theories (Myrvold, 2003)?

(iv) Can a Bayesian reading of Inference to
the Best Explanation be given? Lipton
(2004) argues that explanatory considerations are encoded in the likelihoods.
and not in the priors.

(v) How can scientific idealizations

be

understood in Bayesian terms? Addressing this question is important as idealizations are ubiquitous in science. The

troubie begins when we attach a prior

Retlection
Principle), updating credences on "centered"
or "indexical" pr:opositions. . . . Where are

probability ofzero to an idealized (hence
false) statement. The posterior is then
arguably also zero, which arguably

the counterpart debates in traditional epistemologv? Each ol these topics suggests a
bridge waiting to be built.
To some extent, such progress awaits a
better understanding of the relationship
between traditional claims about beliel/

renders 13ayesianism useless.

knowledge

and

ISayesian claims about

beliei which is still controversial. As
we have said, we are not sanguine about the
degrees of

prospects ol a reduction

in either: direction,

although reduction is surely not the only
way to oÍÍer iliumination. And, even if the
episternologies continue on separate
trachs, still developments in one can provide

two

inspiration

or

heuristic guidance Íbr the

other.

2. More

hridples hctvteen Baplesian epistento-

Iogy and, philosoplry of science" Bayesianism
started as a conÍirmation theorl,. And, indeed,
the forrnal machinery to address confirma-

3. Bayesian Social Episternology. Bayesian
epistemology, as we have presented it so far,
shares one important leature with traditional
epistemology: it is individualistic, i.e. it is
concerned with one agent, who has beliefs
and who updates her beliefs in the light of new
evidence. However, the doxastic unit couid
well tre a community comprising several individuals, or more. I(uhn (1962) argued that

it is the entire scientific

community that

paradigm. Or think of a jury
that has to come up with a consensual verdict
in a murder case. In light of examples such as
these, a new Íield - social epistemology - has
been established (Goldman, 1999; ICtcher,
1993). While much worh in this Íield is informai, lormal tools have recently been developeci
that address issues in social epistemology.
accepts or rejects

zr
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Especially noteworthy is the work on judgment

aggregation (List and Puppe, 2009) that
comprises investigations inspired by the discursive dilemma. Bovens and Rabinowicz
(2006) and Hartrnann and Sprenger (2009)

have given epistemic analyses of various
aggregation rules studied in this context. It is
hoped that this worli r,','ili eventually develop
into a full Bayesian account ol group iudgment
and group decision+nal<ing. Other topics of current interesi include the debate about rational
disagreement (Feldman and Warfield, 2009)
and, related to this, theories about consensus
and compromise lbrmation.
'lo sum up: Bayesian epistemology is an
exciting and thriving research program.
There's plenty more r,t'ork for Bayesians to
do.'
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